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The term Boca is derived from the
Latin ‘bucca’ meaning mouth. The
concept of this design is minimalist
chic, something elegant and
reserved, yet bold and striking. From
the use of monochrome to depict day
and night, to the subtle composition
of art deco typography adorning the
background; BOCA was designed
with the discerning clientele in mind.
The footed frame that envelops the
label design is an approximation of
the Chinese character for mouth,
subtly hidden away from cliché;
China being one of this product’s
main markets.
I feel I have introduced a new level of
style and class in visually branding this
product. In addition to the logo, I have
created artwork for packaging in
various forms, and a brochure that
accompanies this truly bespoke product.
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The design of a range of not only compliant labels, but labels to have a
striking over arching brand to build up recognition within this newly
emerging market place. Legislation is constantly changing with regards to
eliquids and electronic cigarettes, so herbaltides wanted a design that can
easily be changed as and when needed to meet these needs. 3D
visualisations of the products were also supplied as posters and for web
images. The custom net packaging has been designed to accommodate all
three sizes of this product my client currently stocks.

The Love My Shisha range is an
extension of HerbalTides. The client
wanted an additional branding
subset with which to sell the same
products, but aim them at a more
targeted market.
These designs employ bold washes
of colour set against clean whites.
This is based upon ‘pollination theory’
a concept of my own pen, based
upon observation of trends, marketing
& design strategies employed by
mass consumer markets. In it’s
simplicity a lone colour on a single
product may look good on it’s own,
but lacks attraction; collect products
with the same design with different
colour washes to create a spectrum
and an effect of aesthetic attraction
occurs, much like a bee to a flower.
Whilst there may be no hard science
behind this theory, there is proof in the
pudding, in that this is Herbal Tide’s
best selling product, and has the
highest rate of restock by distributors.
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Caution: Contains nuts. For external use only.
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Store in cool, dry place. Do not store in direct sunlight.
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Ingredients: Butyrospermum parkii (Shea
Butter), Prunus armeniaca (Apricot Kernal
Oil), Cococus nucifera (Coconut Oil),
Theobrama Cacao (Cocoa Butter), Rosa
Canina Fruit Oil (Rose Hip Oil), Boswellia
carterii (Frankincense Oil), Santalum album
(Sandlewood Oil), Limonene*

*occurs naturally in essential oils.

Caution: Contains nuts. For external use only.

Store in cool, dry place. Do not store in direct sunlight.
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The Raw Skincare product range spans 14 products to date. Raw Skincare aims to offer high quality, natural skin care
products at a price point to suit everyone. A non-elitist, handmade product for everyone. As such, the design was
created with this in mind; typography based labels in which the brand is portrayed via composition of text and bright
colours. I was instructed to keep away from clichés associated with raw natural skin care. I feel I have created a product
that does not adhere to any gender bias, and as such extending Raw Skincare’s potential market without sacrifice.
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Pilgrims Pleasure Quality West
Country Ice cream by Ice Cream
Studio 54; This range of ice creams
has been created specifically for
Plymouth Argyle Football Club for
sale on match days.
Keeping a classic ice cream design
with the football club’s colours, this
has been designed with the
supporters in mind. The range also
extends to the away side featuring
custom colours and graphics for the
visiting team, bespoke labels are
made for each and every match.
The range spans 12 flavours, each
named after an iconic player from
both past and present.

Conceptual design of five different 1,000cm3 capacity wireless Bluetooth speakers. Paying
particular attention to acoustics and the laws of sonic amplification; to create a product that
not only fits in a high price tag category due to it’s aesthetics, but also it’s acoustics.
I supplied my client with technical drawings of each of the five speakers and additionally three
3D product renders to help visualise the proposed concepts, in several contemporary finishes.
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*Upon request I am unable to disclose the identity of this client.
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Design of 11 new products, some 3D visualised, others vector based. Box packaging and
POS display stands to accompany. Website design, product renders & banners ranging from
sales orientated to storyboard illustration. Product brochures for each product to enable
potential distributors to have all the information they could possibly require before buying. And
finally a short video presentation animating the features of the Mobycharge SmartCharge.
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Insignia Label Solutions Ltd is the sole
reason why I can produce the results
I can today, and for that I am
eternally grateful. A few years back,
before I made the leap into the
freelance world, I was head of
graphic design for Insignia. A varied
role to say the least, from designing
labels, redraws of clients artwork,
print prep, customer support,
marketing plans & application, to
even running the label presses. This
is why I have an on going
relationship with Insignia, helping
their clients get the very best from
their
labels.
Pioneering
new
techniques in the industry to bring
entirely new products to the market.
I created Insignia’s formal stationary
system based upon Adobe Acrobat
fill-able forms. Forms that can be
locked and sent to clients with edit
restrictions, these were so good I
made some for myself for the
invoicing process.

LOGO DESIGN
Each and every logo I design has three core values asserted
before pen hits paper: The client, the purpose & the end
application. Take Total Water Products Ltd for instance (bottom
right) this client required a logo that was recognisable from
the first instance, with ‘clever’ features secondary to brand
recognition. With such a long name I felt it was necessary to
abbreviate to ‘TWP’, and that’s exactly what the first instance
of recognition is. Secondary to that would be the water
droplet and gradient colours, the brain associates with water.
Tertiary to that may be that the highlights & shadows assume
an approximation of the yin yang symbol, TWP’s products are
designed to make water in swimming pools safe, balanced.
And finally, perhaps as an afterthought, the shape of the
typography is somewhat reminiscent of a transverse wave, just
like that found in a swimming pool or the sea. Many logo
designers try to enforce that feeling of “Ahhhh... I get it!”...
However, just like with this logo, not everything has to fit the
same mold to assume the same level of ‘clever’.
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Whether it’s a pen and paper or a
graphics tablet, I always jump at the
chance to go back to my roots and
draw with my hands. Whether that’s
a mascot for Dynamite Explosive
Growth to bring brand identity, or
even a cartoon worm grinning on a
hook! The pedigree beer label
‘Greedy Pig’, the one
guzzling down a firkin
was created for Hoppy
Daze Brewery, they
wanted to inject a
sense of fun into
their new venture
into beer. As a
marketing tactic
this is quite clever,
as there are so
many
micro
brewery beers out
there. Designs range
from super stylish to
minimalist and everything
in-between, so here’s my offering!
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TOM CATO DESIGN
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